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Bond markets : Prime mover
• The theme that is still influencing global financial markets this week continues to be the rise in government bond yields. Investors seemed divided 

about whether the rise in longer-term bond yields was due to a welcome upswing in growth expectations or a worrisome increase in inflationary 

pressures. Viewing effects as transitory is a key underpinning for this massive move .

• It is almost certain that there will be close to no permanent scars from the Covid-19 crisis. Thus, the cyclically neutral real rate in US  is actually 

zero and expansive fiscal policy is lifting it further above that. This will act as an attractor as we go through the year.

• While the focus is still on U.S. Treasury yields, international sovereign bond yields continued to stay elevated. Just this week, the ECB said it was 

“monitoring yields closely” and suggested a sustained rise in yields has the potential to disrupt the European economic recovery. German 10-year 

yields, typically a benchmark for European rates, have risen noticeably over the course of the year. While still negative, German 10-year yields 

have risen to -0.30% from -0.55%. 

• Outside of Europe, the Reserve Bank of Australia  expanded its asset purchase program in an effort to contain bond yields. RBA policymakers also 

opted to purchase more bonds on the shorter end of the curve in an effort to defend its target rate on three-year bonds as well.

• The spike in long-term bond yields could prove to be a catalyst for stocks to take a breather, but it is not a structural threat to the broader 

recovery.

• The outlook remains positive, supported by additional fiscal stimulus, continued central-bank liquidity, vaccine distribution, and positive 

corporate-earnings trends. 



US Economy : Spring in its step

• Most of the last week's economic data came in at or above expectations, contributing to growing anxiety about how Fed will 

unwind the extraordinary stimulus it put in place.

• The ISM manufacturing survey rose 2.1 points to 60.8, with the new orders series jumping 3.7 points to 64.8 and the price 

paid series spiking to 86.0, which is the highest - it has been since 2008. Manufacturing should continue to gain momentum 

over the course of this year. Businesses are scrambling to rebuild severely depleted inventories. 

• The ISM services survey came in below expectations, falling 3.4 points to a still perfectly sound 55.3. Both new orders and 

employment declined during the month, while order backlogs lengthened and the number of firms reporting paying higher 

prices for key inputs jumped 7.6 points to 71.8.

• Nonfarm employment rose by 379,000 in February, and the net revisions for the prior two months is 38,000 jobs to the plus-

side. The unemployment rate fell 0.1 percentage points to 6.2%.



Hands off FED 

• Amidst the raging debate about the potential for higher inflation in US , Powell testified in Congress and defended a continuation of 

extraordinary monetary policy.  He noted that declining infections and a rising number of vaccinations provides “hope for a return to more 

normal conditions” later this year. But he also said that the US economy has a long way to go.

• Although he refused to take sides on Biden’s fiscal proposal (saying that it is inappropriate for a Fed Chairman to inject himself into a 

political decision), he did say that achieving an economic recovery is a higher priority than addressing the long-term budget deficit. 

Moreover, he had previously argued in favor of more fiscal stimulus.

• The two biggest issues of controversy concern the degree to which the fiscal stimulus will result in higher inflation and whether the current 

Fed stance will result in financial instability by significantly boosting asset prices. 

• On these issues, Powell appeared unmoved – Hands off Fed for long 

• Good news for the economy will likely continue to be good news for the US  markets for a while longer .

• If real rates are going to zero or above and inflation expectations are moving to +2.5%, then Nominal 10Y UST yields are heading for +2.5%. 

Till then, Powell will stay unmoved 



US – Money Supply 
• Money supply growth hit a new all-time high in January , rising above September 

2020's previous high, and remaining well above growth levels that one year ago 

would have been considered unthinkable.

• January's surge in money-supply growth makes January the tenth month in a row 

of remarkably high growth, and came in the wake of unprecedented quantitative 

easing, central bank asset purchases, and various stimulus packages.

• Historically, the growth rate has never been higher than what we've seen over the 

past ten months, with the 1970s being the only period that comes close.

• The money supply metric used here—the "true" or Rothbard-Salerno money 

supply measure (TMS)—is the metric developed by Murray Rothbard and Joseph 

Salerno, and this measure of the money supply differs from M2 in that it includes 

Treasury deposits at the Fed (and excludes short-time deposits, traveler's checks, 

and retail money funds).

• Treasury may just be keeping dollars on hand for the next spending spree and 

hence this measure captures the real picture.



Eurozone : Underwhelming narrative

• Euro area continues to be a two-speed economy at the moment. 

• This week's PMIs revealed that the manufacturing continues to do well while the service is undermined by restrictions . Notably the 

German and Italian manufacturing sectors showed strong signs, while Ireland, Spain and France saw the sharpest contraction

• January retail sales data were released for the Eurozone. The results were underwhelming on all fronts. 

• On a year-over-year basis, Eurozone retail sales contracted 6.4% in January, a significant miss from the consensus forecast for a d ecline of 

1.2%. On a month-over-month basis, data were just as bad. Retail sales contracted 5.9% month-over-month compared to estimates for a 

decline of just 1.4%. 

• The inflation print in the Euro-area for February revealed no imminent surge in inflation pressures. Headline inflation came in at 0.88%, 

virtually unchanged from January while core inflation fell back by 0.31pp to 1.10% due to base effects falling out. Headline inflation could 

be boosted in the coming months from higher oil prices.

• On the political front, tensions are emerging between EU and UK over the Brexit deal. The two sides are arguing over whether the UK has 

breached the Northern Ireland protocol or not, as the UK unilaterally has decided not to check (in particular food) exports to Northern 

Ireland from Great Britain for another six months.



ECB –What next ?

• Rising bond yields on the back of higher inflation have increased the pressure on ECB to better explain its current reaction function. 

• This week’s meeting should bring some clarity but no new action, as there has been a cacophony of ECB voices on bond market moves.

• The message so far has been far from clear, with differences in emphasis between real yield moves versus nominal yield moves, the

importance of bond yields versus overall financial conditions and whether current yield levels should trigger action .

• In addition, there are differences in terms of what action the ECB should take. ECB meeting will be very closely watched to see if they are  

concerned with  the higher yields and  tightening financing conditions in the Euro-area to an extent it needs to intervene. It is most likely 

that ECB  would remain short of  taking any action.  This may come at a later stage if conditions worsen 'enough .

• For instance, on the need to recalibrate the PEPP envelope versus using the flexibility within the envelope and whether a dep osit rate cut 

could also be an option. Last week’s PEPP report of just EUR 12 bn disappointed, versus a prior average of EUR17bn. Presumably any sharp 

pick up in purchases could limit the rise in Eurozone bond yields. More interventionist and worried ECB is a EUR Negative

• An imminent tightening of fiscal policies in Europe is not on the cards as EU is set to extend budget rules suspension through 2022.



China: Steady pace

• China's financial regulator that asset bubbles exist in global asset markets as well as in local property markets. 

• China has given multiple warnings this year in regard to asset bubbles and has taken some action to prevent against over speculation in local 

financial markets. The immediate reaction to the warning was a drop in Chinese equities, which spread across international financial 

markets rather swiftly. In addition, Chinese manufacturing and non-manufacturing PMIs were released early in the week. 

• PMI data softened again, although remain in expansion territory. We can attribute the decline in the PMIs to a renewed outbreak of COVID in 

small provinces outside of Beijing. As of now, we are not overly concerned that small lockdowns will disrupt China's economy in 2021 and 

expect the economy to expand over 9% this year.

• To that point, the National People's Congress (NPC) released their five-year plan this week with a target GDP growth rate of above 6% this 

year, a rather conservative goal. Included in the plan are intentions to support the economy through continued fiscal support; however, the 

NPC also stated the country will need to reduce leverage over time. 

• A reduction in leverage could result in slower future growth rates as the economy has relied on borrowing to fund expansion plans for years.



Oil :Structural Story 
• Covid-19 knocked about 2 million barrels a day from  overall oil production in US  as demand cratered, and those supplies may not recover 

given the financial stress the industry has endured for the last few years. Investors are demanding lower output growth and more cash 

returns, even as oil prices have rallied.

• Low growth from shale means OPEC plus  no longer is  worried about competition for market share from U.S.  The theme is – make hay 

while the sun shines - Sustained oil price strength does not risk the breakup of OPEC+ output discipline, so long they remain convinced 

about US shale not returning . The oil price strength could gradually evolve as structural one to the degree that, for example, copper

• OPEC+ extended its restrained output stance contrary to expectations at its 3-4 March meeting, with an increase of 150,000 barrels per 

day (bpd) versus expectations of 0.5mn-1.5mn.

• Short term, this adds more fuel to inflation hawks which is negative for Technology stocks and countries with high external debt in 

emerging markets , and further tilts equity portfolios towards commodity exporters in EM.

• The next OPEC+ meetings are on 31 March (Joint Ministerial Monitoring Committee) and 1 April (OPEC and non-OPEC Ministerial) .They 

would not blink till such time they see reemergence  of shale.



India: Data highlights
• Reserve Bank of India's latest monthly 'State of the Economy' paper noted that all engines of demand had started to fire. The exception,

however, was private investment. As per the RBI's latest Order Books, Inventories and Capacity Utilisation Survey, the manufacturing sector

utilised 63.3% of its capacity in Jul-Sep, up from a record low of 47.3% in Apr-Jun.

• Sluggishness in the non-food credit growth continues for January 2021 at 5.7% YoY (vs. 6.0%/ 5.9% YoY growth for the month of

November/ December respectively). Growth reported in the month of January- 2021 is one of the lowest growth registered in last 40

months. Industries (30% mix) continue its 5 month streak of reporting de-growth. Services (28% mix) and Personal Loans (29% mix) also

had multi-month low growth.

• India IHS Markit manufacturing PMI fell to 57.5 in February from 57.7 a month ago, while services PMI rose to 55.3 in February from 52.8

in January; the composite PMI increased from 55.8 in January to 57.3 in February

• India's trade deficit widened to $12.88 bn in February as compared to $10.16 bn in the year-ago period; exports declined 0.25% to $27.67

bn in February while imports grew by 6.98% to $40.55 bn during the month.

• FDI rises 40% to $51.47 billion in April-December 2020-21



Nifty : Weaker bias

• The market momentum was in-line with the global trend, where most 

markets were seen slipping owing to the jump in yields in the latter half of 

the week. The indices, however, managed to gain nearly 3%, after having 

recovered sharply in the first three sessions, from previous week's sell-off. 

• Confluence of negative factors viz ; Rising US bond yields, sharp rise in crude 

oil prices, and a strong dollar  besides the fact that  Nifty is trading at 

valuation of price to book value of 4.3, which makes it vulnerable

• Positioning in the weekly call options of the Nifty 50 suggest that gains in 

the index are likely to remain muted over the next few sessions.

• Another reason is the strong demand in the primary market. MTAR 

Technologies‘ initial public offer, which opened for subscription on 

Wednesday has seen unprecedented demand. The non-institutional portion 

was subscribed by a whopping 651 times as of 1700 IST, data on the BSE 

website showed.



India Bond Market 
• As part of the review of its inflation target for the next five years, the

government and the Reserve Bank of India discussed the possibility of

targeting core CPI inflation instead of the headline number. There were

also suggestions to consider other inflation measures such as a producer

price index or the WPI

• Indian bonds, which have been struggling on a deluge of debt supply,

are now feeling tremors emanating from global financial markets.

• Since Feb 1, the central bank has bought nearly 762 bln rupees of bonds

on a gross basis through open market operations, and has announced

even more purchases. In other words, it has absorbed the 800-bln-rupee

extra borrowing that the government announced for this year.

• The gulf between the central bank and debt investors on the ideal yield 

range deepened further with weekly auction floundering for the fifth 

consecutive week. Out of Rs 31,000 crore of planned sale, RBI could not 

find takers for Rs 19,428 crore of bonds . 


